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By Will Holt, NASG President

This year’s annual NASG national conven-
tion is in Cincinnati, Ohio, hosted by the
Central Ohio S Gaugers. Those present in
Boxborough saw the COSG presentation at
the banquet at last year’s convention and
learned that this will be a great time. Fea-
tured are interesting tours, quality clinics
and much more. Watch there pages over
the coming months for all of the details.

The most important opportunity available to members when
attending the annual convention is the chance to meet face-to-
face with the members of your Board of Trustees. The chances
are both informal during the entire convention and formally in
the annual membership meeting. The latter allows all members
present to share their thoughts with the other members pres-
ent, and to influence the direction of our association.

Do plan on attending the convention and participating in the
all of the events, including the membership meeting.

AS THE NEW YEAR BEGINS
Now that the constitution has been fully reviewed and revised,
the Board of Trustees has moved on the organization’s By-

laws. Under the leadership of Executive Vice-President Monte
Heppe, individual members of the board are taking sections of
the Bylaws to reviewing and/or rewriting them. Even though
the Bylaws changes will only require a two-thirds majority vote
of the Board of Trustees for acceptance, you still may have
input. If you have comments or suggestions, please contact
Monte via e-mail or telephone.

Other aspects of the NASG are also being reviewed and
updated. The model contest rules are being updated, simpli-
fied and amended. The committee re-structuring of the NASG
should be just about complete by the time you read this. A set
of written policies and procedures is going to provide better
management structure and uniform operations. The current
standards for S model railroading are being reorganized, and
we have added clearance standards. A clearance gauge that
was developed by the Southeastern Michigan S Gaugers is
now available through the company store.Thank you SMSG.
The American Flyer Commemorative Car Project comes to an
end with the 2019 issue. A new project to provide an annual
car suitable for all members is being developed. And much
more.

And, as always, we need more members to bring their
time and talents to the organization so that we advance the
hobby of S, 1:64 model railroading!!

The Conductor’s Clipboard
By Bill Pyper, Editor

don’t
waste your money on expensive
padded envelopes. It’s not necessary.
CDs are not as fragile as one might
think. Just get a 5” x 8” greeting card
envelope and add a piece of card-
board for protection and reinforce-
ment and mail it with two first class
stamps. Please don’t put your CDs in
jewel cases. Also not necessary and
they go straight into the recycle bin.

CORRECTION: My face is red. I hate it when I make mis-
takes: On page 20 of the November-December Dispatch the
photo of the church built by David Rarig was taken by him. The
Wright’s General Repair Shop was built by Jim Gore.

Help! I’m catching a lot of flak from readers for not having
enough “how to,” or “how I did it” articles in the Dispatch.

PLEASE. If you are kitbashing a structure or rolling stock for
your layout; if you are refurbishing an old locomotive, if you
are scratchbuilding a new structure, even if you are just as-
sembling a kit, any type of model railroad project; take pictures
of every step along the way as you progress and scribble
some notes about what you have done. Your fellow members
want to see it! The most valuble function of The Dispatch is
the exchange of ideas among members.

Please turn to page 18

Doug Peck informs us that a new DVD is available now!
Tom Coughlan was a founding member of the Bristol S
Gauge Railroaders, and was very active in the S scale com-
munity. At the 1984 NASG convention Tom gave a clinic called
The History of S Gauge including all of the US manufacturers
starting with Cleveland Models. Tom knew all the manufactur-
ers personally, and his clinic was filled with great stories and
insights. He also shows representative models from the man-
ufacturers. Tom did not include the history of American Flyer as
there were, and are, several books available covering it.

Bristol member Bill Morris was at that clinic, and video-
taped it. He has had the original tape professionally mastered
to create a 1-hour record (the entire clinic) of that incredible
clinic! Copies are now available as a fund raiser for the Bristol
Club. Contact Bill Morris at billmorris52@hotmail.com
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portions of the Pennsylvania RR’s Northern Division in 1953, including
interchange with NYC. Here a River Raisin Models NYC 2-8-2 Mikado
pounds the rails southwest of Buffalo; the bridge is also a RRM product.
Photo by Gaylord with digital enhancements by Brooks Stover.
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New USRA Pacific 4-6-2 with die cast Vandy tender

displayed the return of the Pacific, with a Vanderbilt tender with either a coal load or an
oil tank. It is expected to be available in February 2019. Road names are to be determined.

$499.95 for DC Hi-rail and Scale models with smoke and choo-choo sound.
$544.95 for AC Hi-rail with smoke and choo-choo sound.

$599.95 for AC Hi-rail with whistle, bell, smoke and choo-choo sound.

Go online to http://www.americanmodels.com for updates.

Presize Model Specialties new TTX 60’ Flat Car kit

TTX built almost 6,000 of these flat cars starting in 1964. A number of variations were built. This is a model
of the OTTX and HTTX cars, assigned to hauling farm machinery and heavy equipment. The kit consists
of a cast-resin frame, laser-cut wood deck, brake wheel, grab irons, brake details, and decals. The kit does
not include trucks or couplers. $65 includes Free shipping! Order from our web site: www.pre-size.com

Rusty Stumps Green Valley Pump House kit
The S Scale Green Valley Pump House kit is a new design using basswood laser

cut brick walls that interlace at the corners the same as real brick buildings.

This is a craftsman kit not for beginners. It’s small but still takes an amount
of work to complete. The 1/32” plywood subwalls shell the building and are
the backing for the basswood etched brick walls.

All new windows, doors, vents and chimney were designed by Walt at Rusty
Stumps Scale Models and printed on our own 3D SLA printers for fine detail
and accurate sizing so that they snap into the kit walls.

HOW TO ORDER: All orders must be placed on-line through the Rusty Stumps
web site or by US Mail. Go online to www.rustystumps.com for instructions.
You may use PayPal, or direct payment through our SSL secure link with your
Credit/Debit card or send a check/money order. $39.95 plus shipping
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Products
Monte Heppe writes . . .
We are now offering an S Clearance Gauge for the Classic era, 1920-1969, through
the Company Store on the NASG web site, www.nasg.org. The gauge was developed and
produced by the Southeastern Michigan S Gaugers.

This gauge conforms to NASG Standard S-7 Classic era
(please note that Dimension “A” has been changed from
1-13/32” to 1-1/2”) and NMRA RP-7.1. NASG has entered

S Gaugers to market the gauge and has designated it as
the Official NASG Clearance Gauge.

The gauge has two projections on the bottom that fit inside
the track gauge.This makes the gauge usable on all types of
S track from scale to Flyer original.

The Company Store also offers the NASG Standard-
gauge Track and Wheel Gauge for scale track and the
NMRA Sn3 Track & Wheel Gauge. Turn to page 28 of this
issue for prices and ordering instructions.Bridge and Obstacle Clearance

Jeff Madden checked out some new products at the Indy Show and the Fall S Fest.

demand are flex-track formers in any radius for $4.50 per pair. Also, for a only a buck,
you can get a back-to-back wheel spacer for trucks.

To check with Doug for availability and shipping cost e-mail 3rrmiller@gmail.com
or telephone 607-754-8260. USPS to 303 Double Creek Lane, Flat Rock, NC 28731.

Photos by Jeff Madden

Tomalco Track displayed their entire array of flex-track and
turnouts at the Indy Show. Larry Morton now has a plastic re-railer
available for $8.00. Go online to www.tomalcotrack.com to
order and see their complete line of products.

More products on the next page
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S Products

St. Charles Model Works now has coal loads for
the S Scale America H-39 hoppers for $9.50 plus shipping.
Go to www.scmodelworks.com

Des Plaines Hobbies had test shots of the new 3-
unit Maxi-4 53-foot well container flats at the Indianapolis
show. They will come RTR and are expected in the summer of
2019. Still available are the single unit Husky Stacks. To check
on avaialbity and prices go to www.desplaineshobbies.com

Jeff Madden’s new products report continues . . .

Diecast Direct: Keep checking the web site for 1/64
diecast vehicles — especially the sale items — Go online to:
www.diecastdirect.com

Jackson-Standard: Brian Jackson showed off a test
sample of a new all-metal sprung freight truck that should
show up sometime in 2019. The first one will be a Bettendorf
style. Scale or hi-rail will be offered. Check out their web site
at www.jacksonstandard.com

Port Lines Hobbies: Doug Peck has some cast metal
floors (like the old Ace ones) available to fit the AF boxcar,
reefer and stock cars. They will accept currently produced
freight trucks from AM and MTH. Down the road are bolsters
that will work on the AF gondolas and tank cars. Check out the
web site www.portlines.com

aluminum passenger car sets to come in both hi-rail and scale.
They are suggesting they will do both shorties and full length
cars. Tentative offerings will be sets for the Santa Fe Super

Estimated retail price is above $600 a set. Go online to their
web site at www.goldengatedepot.com for more information.

First Gear. www.3000toys.com

THE NEW STATION FOR ALL YOUR FAVORITE LINES
The recently formed San Juan Model Company, led by lifelong modelers Bob Stears and Doug Junda, has brought
several of your favorite modeling companies under one roof. From kits and parts to decals and beyond. We apologize for the in-
evitable lull in service while we get things up and running but rest assured, it will be business as usual in no time! In
addition to maintaining existing lines, we are also developing new, never before seen products and bringing back several favorites
that have been unavailable for too long. Stay informed by subscribing to our email list at https://www.sanjuanmodelco.com/

San Juan Car Company O scale standard and narrow gauge freight car kits, Ready-To-Run cars, track, and detail accessories.
San Juan Details (formerly Grandt Line) Model scale architectural details and builder’s hardware.
San Juan Decals For all your decal and lettering needs. Obsessively accurate and exquisitely printed.
The Leadville Shops Limited run, highly detailed rolling stock. Kits are offered in a very short run and for a very limited time.
COMING SOON. San Juan Publishing. Books, diagrams, and posters for discerning train aficionados.

San Juan Model Co. was founded by and is run by modelers just like you. We strive to deliver the finest, most accurate model
railroad products that modern technology and manufacturing can provide. https://www.sanjuanmodelco.com/



By Jeff Madden,
Editor Emeritus

The simple answer for both S
or O gauge layouts is a YES!
The yes is applicable for either
home layouts or display layouts
for several obvious reasons.

But we’re talking about S
here. Linear lengths for layouts
are usually limited, especially in
home situations. That’s why the
ideal layout shape for S is an
around-the-wall rectangle with a
minimum of about 20 feet on the
long sides and 10 to 15 feet on
the short sides. In basements,
for example, a center stairwell is
ideal, one lift up acceptable if
that is not possible.

For portable S display layouts, the looping donut hole layout
is the standard, usually 12 x 15 feet wide and 20 x 25 feet long.
By necessity one lift up bridge, also known as a geezer gate,
is necessary for these designs. Obviously these rectangle
styles pretty much dictate loop mainline trackage, usually
single or double track.

The home layout designs can have different levels if
needed. The display layouts are usually one level for ease of
operation and transport and for easier viewing by spectators.
If a room for a home layout space is big enough, an around-
the-wall layout can have a peninsula sticking down the middle
to allow for a longer run and more scenery. The peninsula can
have mainline trackage going around it (turnback) if there is
enough space on either side for aisles. If not, then a stub end
can be used for a yard, engine terminal or industries and/or
accessories. A scale peninsula with a turnback loop would
need to be about 7 or 8 feet wide. For an American Flyer or hi-
rail layout, 5 or 6 feet might do. A stub peninsula would only
have to be about 2 to 4 feet wide.

Another reason for loop layout design in a home situation
around walls is to provide the ability to run decent length freight
and passenger trains for visitors viewing pleasure or for test-
ing. Visitors or operators would typically be inside the layout
area. Running loop trains on portable display layouts has the
opposite situation where the viewers are usually on the outside
while the backdrops (if any) occupy the donut part where the
operators are.

As to the advantages of straight line or L-shaped switching
layouts, these are great for those in space constricted situa-
tions or for those operating at shows. Time-Saver or like
switching designs are easier to transport to events, and they
can offer easy hands-on demonstrations for visitors.

For point-to-point home layout design fans; I still would try to
make a loop connection just for the sake of visitor running or
testing. A loop connection for an around-the-wall design can
easily be disguised as industrial tracks disappearing behind
factories, or running in and out of another room or by having a
lift-bridge that is only used for continuous running.

On my own B&O-Elk & Gauley scale layout I purposely
planned for continuous running on the B&O secondary main-
line portion for the very reasons I mentioned. One looping end
is in another room on a peninsula hidden under branchline
trackage. Because of this, actual loop running is not obvious
as trains can be held in hidden trackage or in a short staging
yard. The E&G branch line is basically point-to-point that is
operated separately from the looping mainline.

I hold with the same philosophy regarding hi-rail layouts with
tighter radii or traditional AF layouts. Besides the aforemen-
tioned around-the-wall or donut display formats, hi-rail and AF
operators can often get away with a folded dogbone style
because less width is required on loop ends next to a wall.

I am opposed to the basic large rectangle for S layouts with
pop-up holes and too long reach-ins. These only work if you
can walk entirely around, island style. But here again, loop lay-
out designs have the advantage since I’m sure most hi-rail and
American Flyer operators like to “watch ‘em run.” Hi-railers and
AF folks often prefer non-connecting loops on the same or
different levels so they can “let ‘em rip” without worrying about
meeting another train.

So, to me, the loops have it — even if disguised or for only
occasional use.

To Loop or Not?
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Roger Jensen’s 0-6-0 Project

Photo on Gaylord Gill’s layout by Tom Hawley

By Roger Jensen

Have you ever been inspired by an article in the Dispatch?
In the January-February 2015 issue, Bob Stelmach described
how to convert a Bachmann On30 2-6-0 to S gauge. I ordered
axles from Northwest Short Line and started work. I kept the
original electrical pick-up wipers on the inside of each driver.

Since I was following the photos of a full-sized locomotive,
I changed several details. These included:
• removed the pilot truck
• shortened the pilot deck
• lowered the smoke stack
• changed the tender from rectangular to slope-backed
• added oil lamp headlight front and rear
• added cowcatcher (pilot) front and rear

passenger cars as a railfan excursion train.

Tom Hawley took the photo on Gaylord Gill’s layout and
Mark Charles took the others. Tom, Gaylord, Bob and I are all
members of the Southeastern Michigan S Gaugers. Our club
is celebrating its fortieth anniversary this year.

This model represents locomotive #2 on the Lakeside &
Marblehead RR between approximately 1895 and 1915. The
locomotive pulled a short passenger train between the resort
community of Lakeside and an interchange with the New York
Central. The L&M never turned their locomotive, so it had a

primary freight was limestone
from an on-line quarry.

Dean K. Fick’s book, The
Lakeside and Marblehead
Railroad contains a photo-
graph of #2 and additional
information.
(2000, ISBN 0-9658624-1-0)

Photos by Mark Charles.
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Product Review:Corn Loads
By Steve Monson, Brooklyn Park, Minnesota

Loads for open top freight cars and trucks are
always somewhat of a problem. But here is a fine
product that just fills the bill for your farm wagons
and farm trucks. The corn is scale size for high
quality midwest corn. The color is bright yellow
and represents corn that has been husked by the
picker, but not shelled. When I was young my Dad
and I took many a load of corn that looked just like
this to the mill to be ground into feed for our cows.

A bag is enough to fill several 1/64 farm wagons
or trucks. It is also available in green which repre-
sents sweet corn that has not been husked. This
is a very fine product that will make it so your
farmers don’t have to pull empty wagons around.

Lenny and Rita are well known by many S
gaugers. For years they attended S Fest and
other S shows filling many tables with their cars,
trucks, people and buildings. They also have ad-
vertised in these pages. Visit their eBay store for
other S scale items.

CORN LOADS
Yellow (husked field corn)
Green (sweet corn with husks still on)

On eBay search on “1/64 yellow corn”
or “1/64 sweet corn”

$4.95 a bag or $4.45 if ordered direct
with check or money order
Add $3.95 postage

rlminiatures@gmail.com eBay name: skid21

Lenny and Rita Leier
334 Saratoga Street S
Saint Paul, MN 55105



By Dick Karnes

It recently occurred to me that I am the last surviving founder
of the National Association of S Gaugers. As such, it’s probably
time for me to reflect on my impressions of the Association as
is has evolved over its 58 years of existence. Perhaps the best
way to do this is to describe the circumstances and purpose of
the founding, compare it to the current status, and flag the tran-
sitional decisions over the intervening years. So here goes . . .

The NASG’s founding occurred during the NMRA’s 1960
national convention held at the Edgewater Beach Hotel in
Chicago Illinois. Several of us S scalers discovered each other
and settled in at the same table for the banquet. There were
five or six of us, including Jim Konas, G. Claud Wade, Doc
Johnson, and yours truly. Claud did most of the talking. He had
a grandiose vision of an association that would do three things:

develop and market a line of quality locomotive parts including
machined brass frames, drive wheels, and brass investment
castings for locomotive scratch-building and American Flyer
locomotive scale conversion and detailing.

We would start an organization that would be called the
National Association of S Gaugers. Its emphasis would be
strictly scale (i.e., track and wheels conforming to NMRA stan-
dards). At the time, S scale modeling efforts involved scratch-
building and converting and/or kit-bashing American Flyer
locomotives and rolling stock into scale models as well as
assembling the few commercial kits available.

Claud, an insurance salesman, volunteered to be what he
called the “general director.” The rest of us thought he was full
of hot air, but what the heck — What did we have to lose?

Well, he actually did all this stuff. Claud kicked off the round

column for each and every issue of the “S Gauge Herald,”
founded in 1960 by David Bulkin and continued by Wallace E.
J. Collins and Frank Titman. Claud’s first brass investment

became better in a hurry. He farmed out much pattern-making
to several of us, and the line expanded quickly. Claud’s first
parts goal was to provide details to replace cast-on details on
AF boilers. His first complete locomotive projects were the
Nickel Plate/Virginian/Pere Marquette Berkshire locomotives,
all nearly identical, differing primarily in the position of the sand
dome and the styles of their pilots and smokebox fronts.

Once the loco parts line had enough cataloged items to show
off, Claud showed up at every NMRA national convention at
his own vendor’s table with a complete display of parts and
examples of locomotives embellished with them. He called his
effort “S Scale Locomotive and Supply.”

Distribution of Responsibilities
After a few years, Claud ceded general directorship to

Bernard Thomas, a metallurgist for American Bridge Company,
so he could concentrate on his brass loco projects. As a bach-

enhanced S scale modelers’ skills via his many “S Gauge Her-
ald” articles that taught us how to convert a variety of AF cars
to full scale models. He continued the NASG column in the
Herald. Bernie also delegated the round robin circuits, subdi-
viding them into specific interest groups and spinning them off

specialized circuit. Unfortunately, Bernie died suddenly in the
mid-1960s; he was replaced by Russell M. Mobley, for whom
the NASG’s library is named. Bernie’s service was honored by
naming the NASG life membership after him.

National Conventions
The first NASG-sponsored national convention was held in

Kansas City in 1972. National conventions have been held in
various US and Canadian cities every year since then.

Incorporation

the first time, had a constitution and by-laws. The legal work
was done by Wally Collins; Dick Cataldi led the formal docu-
mentation effort.

Publication Milestones
A directory of known S gaugers was first published in 1962

and every year thereafter by David Bulkin as a special S
Gauge Herald. The last Collins/Titman Herald was published
in 1978. In order to continue the NASG’s print presence, the
Association began publishing a quarterly newsletter that soon
evolved into the NASG Dispatch. The Dispatch continued the

cancellation of the directory.

Promotion Successes
Around 1980, promotional efforts began to bear big fruit.

American Models appeared, with plastic undecorated ready-
to-run FP-7 diesel locomotives and 40-foot boxcar kits. In the
same year, Overland Models released its first imported brass
locomotive, the Southern Pacific GS-4 semi-streamlined “Day-
light” 4-8-4. S Helper Service, a reincarnation of the Train Stuff
line of resin kits, partnered with American Models to design
and produce an expanded line of S scale rolling stock. Alco
Models entered the market with its own line of imported brass
road diesels, while Overland gradually expanded its line of
brass steam locos. Other brass products followed, and SHS
parted ways with American Models and launched its own line
of locos and rolling stock.

The Seamless Revolution
The impetus for major organizational change occurred dur-

ing the planning of the 1988 NASG national convention in New
Brunswick, New Jersey. At the time, no one had any idea of the
real consequences — not even the members of the convention
planning committee that made that one critical decision.The
committee decided to launch a brand new project, the Ameri-
can Flyer Commemorative Car Project, intended to tap a new
income source to infuse the NASG with sufficient dollars to
actually plan for yearly Dispatch expenditures, convention
seed money, and occasional special projects. The first com-
memorative car was a plug-door CNJ refrigerator car, manu-
factured for the NASG by American Flyer. It was AF’s first
plug-door reefer. Production was limited to the NASG’s specific
order. Retail sales were through the NASG only, and only to
paid-up NASG members, so you had to join to get one!

The influx of AF/Gilbert fans and their dollars was huge. In
a few years, membership increased greatly, and the value of
the early commemorative cars in the collector market reached
up to $500 apiece!
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The AF car project continues to this day. Some years there
has been only one such car offered; other years saw choices
of from two to five.

The result of the AF car project was the inexorable transition
of the NASG form a strictly scale orientation to an overwhelm-
ingly hi-rail orientation.

This transition turns out to have been a positive for S, scale
as well as hi-rail. Sure, we have a lot more hi-rail products.
But we also have lots more scale ready-to-run (or nearly so)
locomotives and rolling stock, thanks to modern production
design methods that allow for either hirail or scale versions
of the same items.

So where are we now? Well, here’s where it gets personal.
For me, the primary pull of the NASG is the camaraderie.I
have attended every NASG convention since 1985. These
events are, for me, just like a family reunion, where we seem
to simply pick up conversations that were started years or
decades ago. These events are also like Brigadoon, in that the
world’s largest S hobby shop materializes once a year, then
disappears after a few days, only to repeat the process in the
following years. We get to see what others have done, and we
come away with new ideas and, sometimes, old treasures.

Below left: NASG membership cards were first issued in
1966. Dick still has his original card, bearing membership
number 004. Dick Karnes photo

Dick Karnes, age 80, is a retired Boeing
engineering manager, he has lived with his
very tolerant wife Ilze in the Seattle area for
the past 50 years.

Dick grew up on the NYC’s River Division
in Teaneck New Jersey. He rode the NYC
weekly to his clarinet lessons. In the late
1950s he spent summer lunch hours wan-
dering Grand Central Station’s platforms,
back in the era when no one cared.

He received an AF Hudson set for his 10th birthday, and has
been in S ever since. He built his first S scale kit, an Ambroid
ACL watermelon car, at age 13; it still runs on his NYW&B
to this day.
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By Jim Martin, S Scale Workshop

Time, not money: This past Oc-
tober
CanAm social gatherings. It’s a low

gaugers from southern Ontario and
western New York. Old friendships
are renewed ahead of the cold
weather and we have a chance to sell
and swap Stuff back and forth.

This year some real kit bargains went unsold, including
some killer deals on craftsman locomotive kits. Kits of all sorts
seem to be selling for half the new price or less. When they are

1. Sign off on construction standards. This should
be a no-brainer . . . group members must agree on everything
and assume nothing before running off to their respective
workshops. This is especially important when members live
fair distances apart and can’t bring their modules together for
debugging ahead of their important debut show. Thankfully,
any mismatching of track alignment and electrical connections
that we suffered in our early years were corrected a long time
ago. We are flattered that the Bay Area S Scalers group con-
sulted our standards to build on, and pleased that they have
rewritten them to a higher standard. I would now refer any bud-
ding new modular groups to head directly to the BASS modular
standards at their web site, www.bayareasscalers.org.

4-6-2 Pacific 5618 on John Jonston’s popular burnt river
module. Andy Malette built the loco from one of his own kits.

2. Uniformity of construction. Not everyone is a skilled
woodworker. If “plumb” and “square” are foreign concepts to
you, own up to it and seek the help of those with better tools
and talents. In fact I would have all members’ endplates made
by one skilled person who matches each plate to a default or
prototype “mother plate.” That way you know the modules will
match every time, regardless of configuration or orientation.
Of course use a metal fixture for centering the track and locat-
ing and drilling those convenient alignment pins.

that affordable what is holding us back? I think time is now
the real currency that matters to us senior hobbyists. We are
starting to ask ourselves if we would ever get around to build-
ing
projects on the go. Conversely, some really nice scratch built
structures changed owners. I bought a beautifully built octag-
onal water tower from MMR Pete Moffett. Perhaps I could have
turned out a credible job on my own, but this quality piece is
ready to plonk on the layout and it keeps me connected to a
long-time friend. And . . . I bought myself some time.

Another trend? CanAm attendee Brian Walsh showed off
his S-Cab battery locomotive conversion (See page 30) while
some bargain priced DCC equipment went unsold. Hmmm.

News from the North

Considerations for traveling modular layouts
This past summer the S Scale Workshop’s travelling layout completed its fifth foray into the US and its
third NASG show; held at Boxborough, Massachusetts. In case you couldn’t make it, here are some layout
photos from the show, taken by Simon Parent. Enjoy them while I offer ten opinions about travelling layouts.

12 NASG Dispatch, January-February 2019
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3.
You’ve seen their benchwork ads

in the hobby press. If we were starting from
scratch I would strongly recommend this ap-
proach to fellow members. I reckon the cost of
professionally-built, hardwood layout bases
would not be that much more than sourcing your
own inferior materials and fitment problems
would go away. The extra cost could be amor-
tized over several years and retired modules
could be scraped clean and the bases reused.

4. Use a laser level. We should have had
one of these years ago. It takes all the fuss and
guess work out of setup, especially on uneven
floors.

5. Fit proper leg adjusters. There are
some good ones out there. Those cheap, stupid
“T” nuts that fall out, and hard-to-reach ad-
justable feet will drive you crazy. Save your
aging knees and get fittings that can be ad-
justed from above.

6.
will throw a well running layout out of alignment.
What was running well on Saturday may be-
come a problem on Sunday. Rails shrink and
grow, wood swells and contracts. We know all
about this in the North where modules are
stored for transport in freezing temperatures
and then put together in a warm room.

7. Electrics . . . know your control
system. It’s great to have a DCC guru in your
group until he has to miss a show. Make sure
everyone learns at least the basics for setup
and trouble shooting. In fact, have your guru
conduct a clinic for the rest of you. Having a
dead layout when the doors are opening is akin
to forgetting one’s lines in the school play. A big
mea culpa here. Dead Rail anyone?

8. Crowd control? Not a big deal: We
used to set up stanchions and ropes around the
layout but found them to be a bother. It really
comes down to your own personal comfort
level. Accept that if you built it you should be
able to fix it, but leave your priceless contest
models at home. Over the past 20 years the
very occasional damage has been most often
at our own careless hands. We have found that
people really are pretty respectful of our stuff.

9. Sell yourselves. Dress neatly, be friendly
and patient. Put your most loquacious goof-off
out front to meet and greet. An adjacent table
with promotional materials and good layout sig-
nage will elevate your display above the rest.

10. It’s not about you. A train show is not
an ops session. The public just wants to see
trains run. Don’t be afraid to pose trains any-
where along the line to assist viewer photos.

Anyway that’s how I see this business. Some
of my colleagues may disagree with some of
the above, but take what you need and leave
the rest. Till next time, Cheers Eh?

Below: US group member Claude Demers debuted his heritage module. It
is packed with classic Lehigh Valley kits designed and built by notable
S-scaler the late Frank Titman.

Above: Simon Parent is another locomotive builder in the group. 2-10-2
CNR 4208 is one in a series of ten such locos designed and built by Simon.

Below: This urban scene is one of Simon Parent’s newest modules. The
River Raisin truss bridge in the background plays peek-a-boo between
some classic structures.
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A. C. Gilbert’s

American Flyer Trains
Bob Iannacone
615 371-0948 cell: 615 429-8292

biannaco@bellsouth.net
www.americanflyertrains4u.com

About Rail-Scale-Models
By Jim Kellow, MMR

I write the New Tracks model building and mentoring series
in S Scale Resource online magazine and also have articles
published in this magazine. I recently included Rail-Scale-
Models in one of my New Tracks articles. While preparing that
article I got an email from company owner Stephen Milley
telling me that he had just released some new scratch building
products for S Scale modelers and asked me to take a look at
them to see if I wanted to mention them in the article.

Stephen recently purchased some of Rusty Stumps prod-
ucts and was now offering them along with his kits. Winning
one of his kits and having Stephen mentor the winner in build-
ing the kit was the focus of my New Tracks article. What I had
not previously looked at or discussed were the scratch building
supplies that the company offers.

It had been awhile since I had visited his web site so I took
a look at www.rail-scale-models.com/ I encourage you to
visit his web site and see all the various scratch building items
and kits that he offers in S Scale.

After viewing his web site I called Stephen to suggest my
idea for this article. I asked Stephen who were the customers
for his S Scale products? Were they S standard scale, S nar-
row gauge, or American Flyer modelers? Stephen didn’t know.

I believe that the vast majority of modelers reading my arti-
cles in S Scale Resource are Scale modelers. I am not sure
who the NASG members are who read my articles in this mag-
azine. However, my gut feeling is that many, if not the majority
of readers, are American Flyer modelers. I have no scientific
data to support this feeling. It comes from conversations with
S modelers, I have either written about, talked with on various
S Facebook groups, or met at various events over the years.

I started in the hobby with Lionel Tinplate and pursued that
for many years. Since that had been my road to becoming a
model builder, I wondered how many NASG Members cur-
rently collect and operate American Flyer locomotives and cars
and also kit or scratch build some of their models, or want to
learn to build models? In other words how many AF operators
build models to expand their railroading experience? The an-
swer to this question could determine S scale manufacturer’s
future marketing plans and their interest in supplying new kits
and scratch building supplies in S Scale.

Since Stephen was definitely interested in the answer to this
question, I suggested that he offer a drawing, only for NASG
members, to win scratch building supplies from the various
products that his company, Rail-Scale-Models, offers.

Stephen asked: “What if only one person enters the draw-
ing?” I told him that he was going to spend some money to
learn that he had a very small scratch building market with
NASG members. On the other hand, if 100, or 1,000 NASG
modelers enter the drawing then you spend the same amount
of money and find you have a significant NASG market for
your products.

Stephen agreed to offer a $50.00 prize to the winner of the
drawing. The winner may use the $50.00 as a credit to pur-
chase any scratch building supplies Rail-Scale-Models offers.

To enter the Rail-Scale-Model drawing fill out the email form
at railscale@sscaleresource.com and sent it in no later than
January 22, 2019. The winner will be notified by Stephen
immediately after the drawing.

In addition I will profile the winner and his modeling in one
of my future articles in S Scale Resources so we can get to
know him and appreciate his model railroading efforts.

Thanks to Stephen and Rail-Scale-Models for offering this
drawing and prize to NASG members. If you like this article
and want to see other similar, featuring S Scale manufacturers
who offer building kits or scratch building supplies, please let
me know by email to me at jimkellow@sscaleresource.com

Good luck to everyone and I hope you have great success
with your model building. Thanks for reading this far.
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The Moira Valley Railway
By Paul Raham, Photos by the author except as noted.

It’s early fall 1919, and the Moira Valley Railway is busy
serving agriculture in the south, and lumber and mining in the
north. The main yards and head officer are at Weller’s Bay on
Lake Ontario with the northern terminal of Coe Hill in the Cana-

inspired by the Central Ontario Railway in Canada.

Why 1919? Rolling stock of this era was dominated by 36-
foot freight cars, and combined with short line motive power,
typically 4-4-0, 2-6-0, and 4-6-0’s, a way freight made up of 10
to 15 cars does not overwhelm the confines of a model railway.
It was an era when the railway station was the hub of com-
merce and social life in each community. Industry was served
primarily by rail, making for considerable pick-up and delivery
operations. I also like the wider variety of road names. Model-
ing motive power with simpler plumbing and fixtures is a plus.
And for that era, my hand laid track does not require tie plates.

Photo by Darby Marriott

The double-deck shelf design used on the MVR appeals to
me because the mainline traverses each scene only once.
Combined with a point-to-point plan, this gives a strong feeling
of prototype railroading. Operation was of great importance in
the design. Monthly operating sessions are meant to mimic
prototypical operations with way freights, scheduled passenger
trains and various switch jobs. A retired NYC conductor once
remarked to me “This is just what I used to do for a living.”

As mentioned, track is hand laid. Ties are cut on my table
saw, glued in place, sanded, then carved and distressed with
a razor saw. Various rail sizes are used . . . code 83 for the
mainline, code 70 and some code 55 for secondary trackage.
Hidden track is code 100, some of it laid on Miller tie strip.
Doing it again and given the era, I would use code 70 for the
main and more code 55 for the sidings. There is nearly a thou-
sand feet of track overall with a 360-foot mainline run. Track
switches range from numbers 5 to 10. There are two branch
lines, one from Eldorado to Madoc; the second from Ormsby
Junction to Bird’s Creek which is represented by a staging
track. There are two interchanges at Weller’s Bay. One is by
car ferry to Rochester, NY and the other is with the Grand
Trunk. The Canadian Pacific interchanges at Bonnarlaw. The
42-inch gauge Irondale, Otonabee and Uxbridge Railway
(IOU), which never made it past Irondale, connects at Coe Hill.

I have scratch built my structures as well as much of the
rolling stock. 20 Ridgehill Hobbies Fowler boxcar kits were

purchases at meets, round out the roster. My motive power
conversions were featured previously in the July/August 2017
issue of The Dispatch. I am not a collector as each piece must
fit into the operation of the MVR. Nothing occupies shelf space.

Scenery contours are Styrofoam sculpted with a rasp and
drywall saw. The basic form is covered with drywall mud and
rock castings from my own moulds. Coats of paint followed by
various ground covers of sawdust, ground foam, static grass,
etc. complete the job. Trees are a mix of sprayed goldenrod,
bottle brush, and built up. I hand-painted the backdrop directly
on the drywall with various colors of house paint.

In the mid-80s I purchased a now-defunct Keller Onboard
Control System. I’m still running my trains with it today. It has
been reliable and simple to use.

The Moira Valley is probably an overly ambitious project,
given its 29’4’’ x 46’ size and the amount of scratch building I
have undertaken. I don’t expect it will ever be finished but on
the plus side, I will never run out of projects to tackle as the
mood permits.

Layouts and pictures on the next page

Paul Raham, Like the man who
marries his childhood sweetheart,
Paul has only ever known S scale.
It started with American Flyer at
age 7, but by his teens Paul had
switched to scale, with Rex locos
and hand laid track. He’s been
doing things the hard way ever
since. His current double deck
Moira Valley layout hosts monthly
operation sessions for those who
are able to find his farmhouse in
the wilds north of Lake Ontario.
Those who remember the S Gauge
Herald may also remember Paul’s
layout plans, a gig that earned him
the nickname S Pikes Professor.
Paul’s travelling Free mo module
was featured in the May/June 2015
issue of The Dispatch.
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Extra Board

MODELING AMTRAK? If you are, look at the picture
below for a detail you might want to add to your locomotives.

Clipboard Continued

Pacific Coast Region of the NMRA is seeking Clinic
presenters for its 2019 Convention to be held in Sacramento,
California, May 1 through 5, 2019. Dave Bayless, the Clinics
Coordinator for the convention writes:

I’d like to plant a seed for members to consider giving a clinic
for attendees. If you already have one that you have given at
a past convention, or if you are willing to prepare one, please
contact me and I will send you a clinic form to fill out telling me
the name of the clinic, a short write-up for the convention
timetable, your name and contact info and your preferred time
slot and length of clinic. Most clinics are scheduled for one
hour with breaks after each one. If you are considering it, I
hope to hear from you as the dates approach or just that you
are thinking about it. A firm commitment isn’t required at this
time. If you know of a non-NMRA member with a good clinic
that would be interesting to other members and is planning to
attend the convention, please send me contact information or

request. Looking forward to an exciting convention in 2019.
davebayl@pacbell.net or Telephone 530-613-5784.

Editor’s Note: This could be a good opportunity for an NASG
member or members to promote S gauge to a large audience.
Sacramento is great city to visit. The California State Railroad
Museum is one of the finest in the country. Plus the Nevada
City Railroad Museum and The Portola Railroad Museum are
within easy driving distance. Sacramento offers many fine
restaurants and historical sites and there is an aircraft Museum
at the convention site, the former McClellan Air Force Base.

The results of the balloting on the changes to

the NASG constitution is complete.

Elections Chairman Jamie Bothwell reported that 175 ballots
were cast by the membership. Of those, the large majority
voted in favor of all of the changes. Of those voting against
some of the changes (no one voted against all of the changes)
the largest number of nay votes for any one change was eight.
That means that all of the changes were approved by well over
the required 2/3’s majority of those voting. That is necessary
for the changes to be adopted.

The acceptance of the changes is also being announced on
the web site. The changes are also being incorporated into the
constitution as published on the web site.

The Board of Trustees is undertaking an extensive review of
the By-laws to assure consistency with the constitution.



Compiled by Brooks Stover, MMR
For most modelers, the ultimate objec-

tive is to get a layout built and completed
to the extent that trains can be run
through appropriate scenery, ultimately
in a prototypical fashion. But as anyone

knows all too well, it’s not as simple as it
might sound.

Over the past several years, I have
had the privilege to maintain an ongoing
dialog via the internet with a group of
fellow S gaugers, all of whom are pursu-
ing the simple objective stated above.
We exchange ideas, share what works and what doesn’t, offer
suggestions and occasionally lay down challenges to each
other all in an effort to move closer to the goal. It occurred to
the group that it might be of value to write down some of the
best practices that have served us in our modeling efforts.

The veteran S scalers that collaborated with me to put this
article together are Frank Criswell, Gaylord Gill, Dan Navarre,
Roger Nulton,MMR, Bob Stelmach, Dan Vandermause and
Peter Vanvliet. Together this group has been modeling for well
over 250 years, have built or contributed to building numerous
layouts in several scales, have served on NASG convention
committees, published numerous articles and presented clin-
ics. They have hosted and participated in operating sessions
in multiple scales and are members of national and local S and
all-scale clubs and railroad historical societies. They have
owned companies importing brass S locomotives, authored
books and maintained model-related blogs and websites. All
are currently in the process of building model railroads.

Here, in no particular order, are 12 tips based on the group’s
many years of S gauge modeling experience. Some of these
concepts have been suggested by others, but we found them
all very useful in achieving our common objective; getting our
layouts built and operational, and, therefore, worth repeating.
It is our hope that this article contains an idea or two that will
help you move more quickly to having an S layout where good
looking trains run prototypically through great scenery!

Most of us don’t have as much time available to spend on our
hobby as we’d like. Yet it is possible to make progress each
day by doing at least one simple task . . . place an order for a
part or tool you’ll need for an upcoming project, pick up a quart
of paint thinner while at the hardware store for a household
project, drop an email to a modeling friend seeking advice on
a modeling technique or make a simple note or sketch of an
idea for your layout. Individually, these simple tasks take just
moments to accomplish but over time add up and insure that
when more substantial blocks of time are available, you’ll have
the ideas, information and supplies to make them productive.

2. Stay Focused on a Specific Railroad, Era and Location
One of the biggest challenges for most of us it to focus our
interests. As rail enthusiasts, we like trains of all kinds, of all

eras and running in almost any location. This may be fine for
train collectors but if the objective is to build a believable lay-
out, we must be much more focused. While at first ‘focusing’
might seem like a constraint, in reality having a clearly defined
prototype (or well defined free-lanced railroad), specific geo-
graphic location and a carefully focused era will insure that
every piece of rolling stock, each structure kit and every
scenery item purchased will be usable on the layout and not
simply sit on a shelf unused. The best way to be sure that
every dollar spent is fully utilized is to not buy anything that
isn’t consistent with your railroad, era and location.

3. Consider the Layout and Its Environment as One
A model railroad is piece of art . . . the visual expression of its
creator. But too many modelers focus only on the appearance
of the layout itself and do not create an environment which
shows off their work to fullest effect. The most successful
model railroads are located in rooms that are comfortable on

finish the ceilings, walls and floors pays big dividends by focus-
ing the viewers’ attention on the layout itself as well as making
it comfortable for visitors and operators. Avoid visual distrac-
tions such as photos and memorabilia on the walls above the
layout, use drop ceilings or paint ceiling rafters and ducts
black, paint, tile or carpet the floor and enclose the underside
of the layout or keep that space free of stored items. While you
may be ‘blind’ to the visual distractions, newcomers to the lay-
out won’t be. I enclose the area below my layout with sliding
doors made of Masonite. Others use curtains to do the same
thing. Bob Stelmach built the elements supporting his layout to
look like the structures supporting a railway passenger plat-
form roof creating a unique appearance for his layout room.

4. Keep It Simple . . . But Challenging
A model railroad is a complex entity made up of many mechan-
ical, electrical and visual elements which have to work in
harmony to be successful. For that reason, every effort toward
simplification will pay big dividends in construction and main-

hidden track, areas that can’t be reached, more electrical or
electronic devices than are absolutely required, and complex
track arrangements will be rewarded with a layout that is
operational sooner and stays operational longer and with less
time spent on maintenance.

Perhaps the best example of keeping things simple relates
to the overall size of the layout. The modeling press is full of
enormous and impressive layouts, but Dan Vandermause, and
several others, point out that there’s plenty of modeling and
operating satisfaction to be had in a much more modest layout.
However, the keep-it-simple principle goes against the grain
for many modelers because by nature we want to create things
and the more complex the problem solved, the more satisfac-
tion is realized. Gaylord suggests that the solution is to find a
balance between the simple and complex. For example, throw
yourself into a project like the showcase scratchbuilt fore-
ground model of a bridge he built, but don’t try to build every-
thing on the layout to contest level.

Continued on the next page

Lessons Learned . . .
from 250 years of S Scale model railroading. A group of veteran S Gaugers

offer suggestions for building a layout.
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5. Don’t Try To Do It All
Dan Vandermause suggests that too often modelers never leave
the ‘armchair modeling’ stage because they feel pressure that
they have to ‘do it all’ when it comes to building a layout and
there’s a tendency to want to get on board with every emerging
trend in the hobby. Especially in S where there is a tradition of
scratchbuilding, we laud those who build everything. But if the
objective is to get a layout built, we should take full advantage of
RTR or “plug and play” products and technologies that can
greatly speed up layout construction. Using quality flex track and
commercial turnouts instead of hand laying track is one great
example. Adding a few details to an RTR car instead of scratch-
building the whole thing is another. Dan further notes that our

modeling lives can be greatly complicated if we try to
embrace all the trends in the hobby. 3D printing is a good
example of a fascinating new technology with a learning

getting a layout built.
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Above and Left:
Bob Stelmach’s Red Pine & Oxville is a free-lanced rail-
road located in the midwest and occupies an 18 x 24 foot
space. Bob supports the layout on a unique structure
that looks like the steel structure supporting a passenger
station roof. A small seating area and counter top are
integrated into a portion of fascia creating a perfect
place to watch trains while enjoying a beverage. The
floor is carpeted and the walls are fully finished.

On the left:
Mainline action is heavy on Dan Vandermause’s
B&O layout set in western Pennsylvania. The 11x45
foot layout is Dan’s third. The locomotives are from
American Models and have been fitted with DCC
sound decoders. Dan built the spectacular mountain
scenery on extruded foam. Since this photo was
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Right: PeterVanvliet built this shelf layout in
a small room supported on cabinets. A fascia
above hides overhead lighting and creates a
shadow box effect to show off his modeling.
This is Peter’s first S layout; the prior seven
were N scale. It has been dismantled and he is
now working on a highly detailed diorama of
a prototype coal operation on which the track,
including tie plates, are being scratchbuilt
and the locomotives will be battery powered.

Above: Gaylord Gill’s 30 x 42 foot Buffalo &
Chautauqua Railroad started as a freelanced
layout but just recently evolved to its current
prototype-based configuration. This is his
fourth layout. Gaylord pays attention to the

behind valances, clean fascia and skirting,
neat control panels and hand-painted back-
drops gently coved at the ceiling. His carpeted
flooring and wide aisles ensure a pleasant
environment for visitors and operators.

Above: Brooks Stover, MMR, has been modeling the Buffalo Creek & Gauley
for nearly 40 years. This image was taken at Dundon on his new 12’ X 25’
layout, the fourth he has built of the BC&G. Locomotives, structures, rolling
stock and scenic details from his prior layouts are being incorporated in the
new, compact design which represents the railroad as it was in 1963. While
smaller in size, the layout and the room are designed for operations.

6. Build Your Layout in Cycle

followed by all the wiring, then track, then structures and
scenery might be efficient, but Gaylord suggests that approach
can lead to getting burned out during one of those phases.For
more variety in your tasks, cycle through those phases multiple
times. Set an intermediate objective, say to build the railroad
to the next town, and then try to achieve a certain level of com-
pleteness in that section of the layout. Be prepared in some
cases to do some work that you know will be temporary. For
example, once you have installed the track to that next town,
consider laying in some rudimentary scenery with a roughly-
shaped piece of extruded foamboard, painting it with your
eventual colors. Add some cardboard mock-ups of the struc-
tures you’re planning. You will not only take pleasure in your
accomplishments (much nicer than looking at bare lumber),
you will begin communicating your vision to others. Having a
section in mockup form also provides

optimize both appearance
and operations.

7. Utilize Standardization and Consistency
While it’s always good to be aware of new products and tech-
niques, there is a big advantage to standardizing some of the
aspects of your layout. For example, utilizing only one coupler
manufacturer and size goes a long way to insuring that every
coupling goes as planned. Standardizing wheel sets means that
the fine tuning of turnouts for one car will accomplish it for all.
Using only one brand of decoder will mean having to read just
one set of programming instructions. Standardization not only
makes it easier for the owner/maintainer of the layout, but for the
visiting operator as well. Using only one method for controlling
turnouts is much less confusing for visitors than having some
controlled with ground throws, some with switch motors and
some with fascia-mounted rods.

This concept applies to the visual aspects of layouts too.

insures that the colors will ‘work together.’ Using figures from one
manufacturer will insure they all have the same ‘character.’

Continued on the next page



Lessons Learned . . . Continued
Applying a similar level of detail to all structures and weather-
ing rolling stock to similar levels will create a more convincing
appearance. Don’t try to reinvent the wheel with each new
project. Once you find techniques that work for you, apply
them throughout the layout.

8. Keep Written and Photographic Records
As modelers we convince ourselves that we’ll remember how
we built the benchwork, how we wired a locomotive or complex
crossing, or what colors we used to paint a structure. Alas, how
often do we need to repair or duplicate a prior project and we
find that we don’t recall how we did it! Successful modelers
keep good notes, both written and photographic, of each proj-
ect for just such occasions. With today’s phone cameras this
documentation is easy. Simple records for our own use are
relatively easy and can be kept in a binder or file folder. I write
the names of the paint colors used on the inside walls of struc-
tures and it’s paid off more than once. Gaylord keeps a CAD
drawing of his track plan, a chart of wiring standards, and an
inventory of locomotives with modifications and DCC settings.
Peter shares the records he keeps on his blog in what amount
to full blown “how to” articles. And all the modeling magazines
are eager to receive articles for publication and these can be
prepared much more easily if good records have been kept.

Nothing will dampen enthusiasm for a project faster that head-
ing to the shop eager to go to work only to discover that you’re
out of a material or lack a tool needed for the next step of the
project. One way to minimize these occurrences is to collect all
the needed tools and supplies before starting the project.
Speaking from experience, Peter points out that one such
supply that it’s good to have in hand before starting a project,
especially in S, is the decals!

Always having a good inventory of consumables like stan-
dard wood, plastic, brass, adhesives, knife blades, drill bits
and paint on hand will insure you’ll have what you need for that
one evening project that you just got the inspiration to build.
It’s a good idea to keep a shopping list at your workbench so
that as soon as you notice a supply is getting low of a given
material, you can add it to the list for the next shopping trip.

10. Operating Reliability vs Level of Completeness
What should I work on next? Troubleshoot the balky perform-
ance of that locomotive or get some more scenery built? The
decision on what to do with our scarce modeling time is always
a tough one to make. Often it’s made based on what we’re
motivated to do at the time, and that’s fine. But if you are going
to be hosting guests in the near future, or an operating session
is planned, the decision should be simple. In those cases: the
time should be spent working on how the layout works, not
how it looks. Visitors and operators can imagine the scenery
and missing buildings, but there’s no way to ignore locomo-
tives that must be pushed or cars that must be re-railed.

11. Engage With Others From All Scales
One of the best ways to discover new techniques and find help
for pesky problems you encounter is to interact with other mod-
elers. With today’s technologies, it’s easier than ever to do!
Besides making lifelong friends you’ll be able to make use of
the experience and expertise of those who are on the same
path as you . . . to a finished model railroad. Importantly, don’t

issues are unique to S, in general the processes and tech-
niques for building an S layout are the same as for any scale.

The lessons learned by those in both larger and smaller scales
than ours are directly transferrable to S. And who knows, you
might lead one of them to try modeling in 1:64 size.

Gaylord suggests engaging with non-modelers. Particularly
when researching your chosen prototype. Membership in road-
specific historical societies and online special interest groups
has provided him with tremendous help.

12. Clean Up After Every Work Session
This might be one of the most effective practices of all in terms
of allowing us to get the most out of each modeling opportunity.
No matter how hard we try, at the end of a session at the work
bench or at the layout, tools and materials will be scattered
everywhere. The best practice is to allow a few minutes at the
end of each session to put everything back in its place so you’ll
know where everything is when you are able to work again.
This is especially true if the next work session is on a different
project or part of the layout. I recently moved to a new home
but I made sure that I set up my shop in exactly the same
arrangement as in the prior home so I didn’t have to relearn
where all the tools were kept! Peter fabricated special trays for
keeping styrene and wood strips with a compartment for each
size. This makes it easy to find what’s needed but also to
reorganize material left over at the end of a work session.

A related technique that Gaylord uses is to keep each active
project in a suitable container so the entire project can easily
be brought back out the next time he’s ready to work on it. He
keeps all the subassemblies and fixtures neatly organized in a
box with the unbuilt parts between work sessions.
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FOR SALE: All new in original boxes: S Helper #00256 Track
Set (2) $70 ea., #00992 Panel Side hopper NYC Black set A
$95, #00080 NYNHH PS-2 2-bay hopper $50, #02123 Carling
Black Label #3 CBL797 $100, #02124 Carling Black Label #4
CBL 812 $100, AM #BD8200C B&O Budd Chrome coach
“Dome” $90, #BD8200C B&O Budd Chrome coach “Dawn”
$90, #6012 NH USRA 46’ Flatcar $40, #3219 NH 2-Bay Rib
Sided Hopper (2) $40 ea. Des Plaines #349509 USRA NYC
Gondola $40. All prices plus shipping. Call Rudy Williams at
203-815-8765 EST or e-mail rwtrains@comcast .net

WANTED: I would like to purchase an American Models 80-
foot Heavyweight Great Northern 10-1-2 Buccaneer Sleeping
Car. If you have one that you are willing to sell, please contact
Keith Erhart at 815-979-0094 or kerhart@frontier.com

WANTED: American Models SD60 Locomotives Conrail,
BNSF, Union Pacific, CSX, Norfolk Southern. Prefer AC High-
rail Single Locomotives or Sets. American Models 1998 TCA
C&NW 4 Bay Hopper, Rusti Downs Tank Cars, American Flyer
LTI Saskatchewan Cylindrical Hoppers, Des Plains Hobbies
BNSF Bethgon Coalporter.SHS 01667 Flatcar w/2 Humvee
Ambulances. Call or text Jim Wright 218-780-4691 or email
aflyer69@gmail.com

FOR SALE: All run once, with all original packaging: Loading
Platform 49824 $100; MOW depressed ctr. flat with floodlight
49022 $60; NYC flat with cable reel $40; SF crane 48723 $60;
SF boom car 48723 $35. For more info/photos/other items call
Bob Garman at 202-836-4190. E-mail p3garm@hotmail.com

FOR SALE: S-gauge train collection, layout and display cases.
E-mail me at david horn@verizon.net or visit my web site

list with prices and go to https://youtu.be/vQJP9PugBt0 to
watch a video. Thank you.

FOR SALE: River Raisin by Boo Rim Southern Pacific S scale
2-8-0 MK5 Harriman Mikado DC with 120-SC-6 tender. Paid
$2000, asking $1395. Burro Crane DC Model 40, yellow. Orig-
inal price $350 asking $225. Call Al Boisse at 386-473-6565 or
e-mail judith.boisse@mygait.com

FOR SALE: ENGINES: River Raisin: C&O H8 Articulated(2x)
Ptd 1750 ea. C&O H6 Articulated(2x) Ptd $1750 ea. - E8(2x)
Unptd $450 ea. Omnicon: PRR K4 Modernized Unptd $600.
PRR M1 Ptd $450. Overland: RDG FA-FB-FA Ptd $1200. FA-
FB-FA Unptd $900. CARS: River Raisin: C&O Caboose(2x)
Red $175, Yellow $175, Unptd $150. NKP Caboose Ptd $225.
55 Ton Hoppers(6x) Ptd/Unptd $90 ea. C&O Wellhole Flat
Cars(2x) Ptd $175. Airslide Hopper, Primed $175. Pennsy ‘S’
Models: PRR X29 REA Ptd $225. PRR X29 Freight Ptd $225.
C&GW X29 Freight Ptd $225. X29(2x) Unptd $175. PRR G26
Gondola Ptd $225. Overland: B&O M53 Ptd $200. B&O
M53a(2x) Ptd $200 ea. RDG John Hall Caboose(2x) Ptd $225.
ACF 1 Dome Tank Car Ptd $150. SouthWind: RDG 50-Ton
B/XMU(2x) Ptd $200, Uptd(4x) $150. C&O Caboose Red
$175, Yellow $175, Green $175, Unptd $150. Cryer Foundry:
NW G4 Gondola Ptd $225. Ajin: B&O Boxcar shell Ptd $50.
NWSL: Jones & Laughlin Tank Car(2x) Ptd $150 ea. ?: RDG
REA Express Ptd $200. ?: PRR H30 Hopper Ptd $175. Will
entertain any reasonable offer. cdemers@earthlink.net

WANTED TO BUY: American Models1998 NTTM TCA C&NW
4-Bay Hopper, Des Plaines Hobbies BBSF Bethgon Coal-
porter, SHS
SHS PS-2 Covered Hoppers 00008, 00021, 00022,and 0028,
SHS PS-2 3-bay Covered Hoppers 00275 and 00399, SHS
00595 Chessie Extended Vision Caboose. Call Jim Wright at
218-780-4691 or e-mail aflyer69@gmail.com

WANTED: American Flyer Diesel Alco PAA set Denver & Rio
Grande Western, 6001 and 6002 in good to excellent condi-
tion. waniii@msn.com

WANTED: AF metal catalog sign,1950. Produced by Lionel in
1993. The black one with three boys coming down the stairs to
the basement. David Bulkin,160 Timberlake Circle, Inman, SC
29349. 864-592-7831 or bulkind@bellsouth.net

ANY ACTIVE MEMBER of NASG can place a non-commercial classified ad in the Dispatch for no charge. Ads must be limited
to 10 lines+-. E-mail your ad copy to dispatch @nasg.org or mail to Bill Pyper, Editor, PO Box 885, Salem, OR 97308-0885.
Please be sure to include your member number. Ads will run for three consecutive issues unless told to stop.

that has special
edition cars left over from conventions or fests can advertise
them at no charge in The Dispatch. Send a hi-res jpeg photo-
graph and information to dispatch@nasg.org

Classified Ads

Shipping:
$11 first item

$4 each
additional

item

The Baltimore American Flyer Club has the following TOFC
and trailers remaining from the 2017 NASG Convention. B&O
#2017 in Scale only. B&O #9523 in both Hi-rail and Scale.
Western Maryland #1889 in both Hi-rail and Scale. WM #2411
both Hi-rail and scale. Extra McCormick trailers are available.
Go to http://baltimoreamericanflyerclub.org/wp-content/
uploads/2017-CarForm5R-1.pdf or order by mail from BAFC
c/o Kyle Russell, 4146 U Way, Havre de Grace, MD 21078.

BURLINGTON REEFERS Stateline S-Gaugers has a
number of Fall S-Fest show cars for sale for $65 including
shipping. A color view of the cars is available at www.state-
linesgaugers.org. To order make checks payable to SLSG
and mail to Tom Behles,15804 O’Brien Rd., Harvard, IL 60033

The Golden Gate American Flyer Club has a two car Deep
Rock tank car set that carries on the numbering of the original
American Flyer Deep Rock cars. The two car set manufac-
tured by Lionel is available for $159.95 plus $15 shipping.
Checks payable to GGAFC should be sent to Paul Guaraglia,
P.O. Box 4054, Foster City, CA. 94404-0054.



It Pays to Accessorize
By Chip Kessler

People will often say that it’s the
accessories which make the outfit.
For ladies it may be a necklace or a
bracelet, or the right pair of shoes.
For men it could be a snappy tie or
a great looking wristwatch.

When I first got into model rail-
roading in the early 1990s I had to
decide which gauge I wanted to do.
Back then the decision was O
Gauge, but some 10 years later I
wound up selling my collection and
layout during 2004 and 2005.

Fast forward to a couple of years ago. I re-entered the
hobby, this time selecting S gauge and in particular American
Flyer. Even though I’ve now modeled in two different gauges,
both had one thing in common in terms of sparking my interest
in operating more of a toy train fashion than a straight scale
process. I’ll sum it up for you in one word: accessories!

There’s something about seeing barrels loaded into a wait-

excites me. Sure, the trains are nice, very nice in fact; however
it’s the accessories which really get my blood flowing. If I had
to explore why, I’d say it’s the motion that translates into lifelike
action. Think about this last statement for a moment. Among
the American Flyer accessories crowd, there’s Louie the
Loader sitting in his little “motorized” vehicle picking up an oil
drum off the ramp and then droping it off into a car parked on
the track. Then there’s Gabe the Lamplighter slowly climbing
ladder to turn on the floodlights, and Sam the Semaphore Man
popping out from his building as a train goes by.

There is an on-going debate about which entity, American
Flyer or Lionel back in the postwar era, produced the better
operating and more entertaining accessories. I’ve had postwar
models from both, and in my opinion, American Flyer S Gauge
comes out on top. Lately, in terms of modern day accessories
or for that matter the last few decades, it’s a moot point since
Lionel produces both American Flyer S Gauge. I have a few of
these on my layout as well. However for someone examining
postwar accessories of a similar nature, American Flyer items
such as the milk car and especially the mail pickup/unloading
car outshine their Lionel counterparts. Regarding the mail car
and its pick-up apparatus, I never could get my Lionel version
to function properly, while my American Flyer setup is a delight
to watch in operation time-after-time!

I’ll be upfront and mention that it will be up to someone else
to judge the respective American Flyer and Lionel postwar coal
loading/unloading accessories, because I’ve never owned any
of them. There’s just something about having little pieces of
coal flying all over the place that’s caused me to bypass using
anything coal related!
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There are some postwar accessories that were unique to
American Flyer and Lionel. However I’ve been able to take the
“best of the both worlds” and incorporate one of my old Lionel
favorites into my 6 x 12 foot American Flyer layout. It’s the
Lionel Fork Lift Platform. The accessory itself, while a tad
larger in O gauge fits nicely on my train table. The challenge
was with the waiting car that accepts the wooden planks from
the hard-working man on his motorized unit. The accompany-
ing Lionel flatcar with the raised holding bin wouldn’t do since
it couldn’t work on two-rail track. Enter my friend and fellow
NASG member Larry Moore who took an S Gauge American
Flyer New Haven flatcar and modified it with the very same
holding bin from the Lionel Fork Lift flat car. The result is a fully
functioning piece that accepts the wooden planks from the
platform worker. Side note: it’s a shame that Lionel back then
didn’t name their accessory workers like American Flyer’s
“Louie” and “Gabe” among others!

One original American Flyer postwar accessory, since re-
issued by Lionel, that’s a favorite is the #594 Track Gang. I’m
fortunate to own one of the postwar examples in really nice
condition, along with the box which is in wonderful shape as
well. A gentleman from Missouri in his 80’s was in the process
of thinning out his collection, and sold it to me. The track gang
now holds a prominent spot, front and center, on my layout
though with a modern day twist. Larry Moore also played a key
role here. Rather than use the track activation unit that came
with the Track Gang, which triggers the workmen into action as
the train passes, Larry recommended using a motion-activated
sensor from Z-Stuff for Trains. I don’t mind telling you that Larry
had a bit of a challenge getting the sensor to work, but being
the trooper that he is, success eventually came. The result:
the workmen spring into action, but halt what they’re doing
when the trains goes by. Thanks again Larry!

Each person who enters the hobby has an area of particular
interest. Anyone who gets a glimpse of my layout would spot
mine easily. I can run two trains at once; that’s all I ever really
wanted! However when it comes to accessories, I presently
have 13 on my layout, a “lucky” number for me. I couldn’t imag-
ine running my trains without the accessories at the ready. I

have a great deal of respect for those who model in S Scale or
even operate recent S Gauge trains or their postwar American
Flyer mates in a more realistic setting. That’s the beauty of this
hobby: everyone can have fun in their own way!

For me the fun begins and ends with that magic word;
accessories!
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e-mail the information to dispatch@nasg.org as soon as possible so that we are able to print it in a timely manner.

Calendar of Events

January 19, 2019 — Roswell, Georgia
O SCALE SOUTH 2019, 5th Annual O Scale 2 Rail Meet,
9 am to 4 pm at the Cross of Life Lutheran Church, 1000 Hem-
bree Rd. Swap Meet, Modular O Scale Layout, Sales Tables,
Vendors, Layout Tours Saturday evening and Sunday morning.
$5 Admission. web site www.southernoscalers.com

January 19 and 20, 2019 — Boise, Idaho

THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN HI-RAILERS will have their
modular layout Lookout Junction IV set up and running at
the Boise Public Library, 715 Capitol Boulevard.

January 26, 2019 — LaCrosse, Wisconsin

at the LaCrosse Cener, 300 Harborview Plaza (2nd and Pearl
Streets), 9 am to 3 pm. 300-table railroad sale, ea market and
swap meet. Buy, sell, trade all scales. Model, toy and antique
trains and memorabilia. Admission $5 adults, under 12 free.
Info: 4000 Foundation, PO Box 3411, LaCrosse, WI 54602
(608)781-9333.

January 26 and 27, 2019 — Savannah, Georgia
Coastal Rail Buffs 30th Annual Model Railroad
Train Show
Drive. Saturday 10 am to 5 pm, Sunday 10 am to 4 pm. Adults
2 day $7.00; Students/Seniors $5.00, Active Duty Military and
under 12 FREE. Web site: www.coastalrailbuffs.org

February 2, 2019 — Rickreal, Oregon
6th ANNUAL NORTHWEST MODELERS TRAIN
SHOW and SWAP MEET at the Rickreal Grange Hall,
280 Main Street (Hwy 99W), Home of the Polk Station Model
Railroad Club. Open 9 am to 3 pm. Admission $5, under 12
free. Free Parking. Operating layout. Food.

The BALTIMORE AREA AMERICAN FLYER CLUB
will display and run their layout at the Great Scale Model Train
and Railroad Collectors Show at the Maryland State Fair-
grounds. http://www.gsmts.com/index.htm

February 9 and 10, 2019 — Lawrence, Kansas

Lawrence Model Railroad Club. Saturday 9
am to 5 pm and Sunday 9 am to 3 pm. Adults $6, children 12
and under free with adult. Bring canned food donations and
receive $1 discount per person. Barbed Wire BBQ food truck
Saturday and Sunday. Crown Toyota, 3400 South Iowa Street.
Info: www.lawrencemodelrailroadclub.org

February 16, 2019 — Houston, Texas

by The San Jacinto Model Railroad Club (100% NMRA) at the
Stafford Centre. Open from 10 am to 4:30 pm. Operating lay-
outs, instructive classes, model and photo contests, train
videos, and vendors. Admission $6 for 18 and older, $1 for
ages 12 to 18, children under 12 free. $12 max per family.
10505 Cash Road at Murphy Road just SW of US Hwy 59.
More info at http://sanjacmodeltrainsorg/
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of model railroad equipment
will be for sale to the general

February 23 and 24, 2019 — St. Albans, West Virginia
Kanawha Valley Model Railroad Show at the Arena
Events Center.Saturday,10am to 5pm,Sunday,10 am to 3 pm.
Admission, $5, under 12 free. Clinics, operating layouts, new
and used equipment all scales for sale. www.kvrailroad.org

March 2 and 3, 2019 — New Bern, North Carolina
24th ANNUAL TRAIN SHOW presented by the Carolina
Coastal Railroaders at the New Bern Convention Center, 203
S.Front St. Saturday 10 am to 5 pm; Sunday 10 am to 4 pm,
Ages 12 and up $7, under 12 free w/adult - good both days.
Hourly door prizes. Many operating layouts. 90 vendor tables,
food concession. www.carolinacoastalrailroaders.org

April 6 and 7, 2019 — Timonium, Maryland
The BALTIMORE AREA AMERICAN FLYER CLUB
will display and run their layout at the Great Scale Model Train
and Railroad Collectors Show. www.gsmts.com/index.htm

April 12 and 13, 2019 — York, Pennsylvania
YORK TCA MEET at the York Fairgrounds. Friday 9 am to
6:30 pm, Saturday 9 am to 3 pm. Port Lines Hobby Supply
will be open for business in the Purple Hall.

May 2 through 5, 2019 — Sacramento, California
NMRA PACIFIC COAST REGION CONVENTION
at the McClellan Conference Center, 5411 Luce Avenue,
McClellan AFB industrial park, north Sacramento. Online and
PDF registration forms are now available on the web site:
http://www.pcrnmra.org/conv2019/registration Check the
convention web site for updated information.

May 18, 2019 — Buena Park, California
S FEST WEST hosted by
at Knott’s Berry Farm Hotel

WASHINGTON & OLD DOMINION S GAUGERS
will display and run their layout at the MANASSAS HERITAGE
RAILWAY FESTIVAL 23 Harris Pavillion, 9201 Center Street.

THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN HI-RAILERS will have

NASG INFORMATION BOOTH
SCHEDULE OF 2019 SHOWS

for the World’s Greatest Hobby on Tour shows are:

January 5 and 6, Schaumburg, Illinois
Chicago Area

January 12 and 13, Oaks, Pennsylvania
Philadelphia Area

February 9 and 10, Council Bluffs, Iowa
Omaha, Nebraska Area

Febuary 23 and 24, Novi, Michigan
Detroit Area

The NASG is looking for portable layouts in each of the
host communities to be operating at the show. There is an
honorarium for any S layouts at the show, based upon the
size of the layout. There is a need for NASG members
who are not participating with any layout group displaying
at the show, to assist with staffing the NASG booth.

The National Association of S Gaugers will contract
with the show for a 10-foot by 20-foot booth to display a
variety of S model railroading products and provide the
attendees the opportunity to learn about S. Most of these
shows will have an audience in the range of 20,000 to
30,000 attended. More than half of the visitors at these
attended a train show before. There are usually anywhere
from 10 to 20 S manufacturers, including Lionel and MTH,
and dealers exhibiting at each show.

If you or your club have a layout that could be displayed
at the show, or you are interested in helping staff the
NASG booth, please contact Will Holt, National Shows
Coordinator, Promotions Committee at willowassoc@
comcast.net or 630-881-9025 as soon as possible.
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TO ORDER THESE CARS
Make payment out to NASG and mail to:

Dave Blum, 3315 Timberfield Lane, Pikesville, MD 21208
Please include the following in your correspondence:
1. Your NASG ID number from your membership card.
2. Your name and shipping address.
3. Which car or cars that you want and how many of each.
4. Your telephone number or e-mail address in case there are

any questions about your order.
5. Maryland residents add 6% sales tax to your order.
All prices include shipping to addresses in the United
States. Canadian orders please add $10. To ship outside the
continental US or for any other question contact Dave Blum at
pikesvillemodels@yahoo.com

Go to www.nasg.org/Store/AFCars.php

Convention Cars and click on the Add to Cart button for the
item(s) that you want to buy and follow the instructions.

2006 General Electric MOW Crane Car by Lionel. Price $70*
2007 General Electric MOW Boom Car by Lionel. Price $52*
*SPECIAL OFFER! The Crane Car and Boom Car for $115

Each year since 1981, the NASG contracts with an S manufacturer to
produce a limited-run car or locomotive specifically geared toward
the American Flyer collector or operator. This is an official NASG
project, so you must be an active NASG member to purchase one of
these cars. Coordinated by Dave Blum, of Pikesville Models.

CNW Flatcar loaded with pallets.
Made by Lionel, road

Extra pal-
lets can be had 4 for $10, deco-
rated or undecorated.

BNSF waffle side boxcar, made
by Lionel, road number 3415 for
the 34th edition and the year
2015. Price $69

2015 Convention Car Kansas
City Southern PS2 Hopper car
by MTH. Road numbers 286707
or 286815. Hi-Rail only for $68

2017 and 2018 American Flyer Commemorative Cars We
located photographs of Gulf tank cars with two different color
schemes and decided to use them as the basis for both the 2017 and
2018 commemorative cars. They are both available now. The price
of these cars is $69 each or $130 for two

Company Store

TO ORDER any of these products, download an order form at
www.nasg.org/Store or write your order legibly on a piece of paper.
Make checks payable to NASG Company Store and mail to:

ROY J. MEISSNER, BOX 1, MERTON, WI 53056
IMPORTANT: Be sure to include your member number, quantity
desired and sizes.

PRICES include shipping to anywhere in the
continental US. All shipping is by US Mail. For shipping outside
the US contact the Company Store. Wisconsin residents please
include appropriate sales tax and county of residence.

e-mail to companystore@nasg.org

Choose the items that you want to purchase and click Add to Cart
and follow the instructions.

FOR SALE TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC

#802 AND #5 KADEE
COUPLER HEIGHT GAUGE
Measures car on track for proper

17/32” height.
$600 each or 2 for

$1100

$700 and 2 for $1200

instructions included

NMRA Sn3
TRACK & WHEEL

GAUGE
$700 for members

$1400 non-members

S SCALE
CLEARANCE

GAUGE
$700 for members

$900 non-members

REFRIGERATOR MAGNET
50th anniversary logo $4 00 each

NASG
T-SHIRT

$15
2X $18

Ash gray with
blue logo

NASG CAP
$19

Tan and blue denim
with color logo

LAPEL PIN
3/4” diameter

$5

23/8” diameter
$400

NASG
GOLF SHIRT

$29
2X $33

Dark blue w/pocket
yellow logo
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Paul E. Stevens past NASG
President and longtime leader
of the Kansas City S Gaugers
passed away in September.

Tall Paul as he was known in
the toy train hobby was an Amer-
ican Flyer train enthusiast almost
since birth. He was born in 1945
in Waterbury, Connecticut, not far
from the New Haven home of the
A.C. Gilbert Company. I am sure
that is why one of Paul’s favorite
Railroads to model was the New
Haven & Hartford.

Paul attended most of the
NASG Conventions and S-Fests
for many years. He won many
contest awards at the Annual
Conventions. Paul served as
Central Vice-President of NASG
from 1993-1995. He served as

were hosts for the 1989 National
S Gauge Convention held in Kansas City. He and Dody put
on clinics for the attendees. The NASG Convention returned

ambassador for Kansas City.

Paul was actively involved in the model train hobby as an
extremely talented modeler; as a repair specialist; as a module
builder; and as an authority on everything American Flyer. In
fact, the Banner behind his trading table at train shows said:
“As close to New Haven as you can get.” Paul not only scratch
built structures, but also rolling stock. Paul and Dody were the
builders and creators for several modules for the Kansas City
S Gaugers 42’ modular layout.

Paul and Dody met as students at the University of Georgia.
He was a lifelong fan of the DAWGS. Paul is survived by his
wife Dody, son, Mark and grandson, Eddie. Mark and Eddie
carry on the American Flyer and S Gauge hobby in Pittsburg,
Kansas. Mark has a layout loosely based on an American Flyer
factory display layout from 1955.

Illinois, across the river from St. Louis. After coming back from
the 1975 Fall S Fest, Paul met with Bob Neas and Moe Berk
and formed the AFSGSLA, (the St. Louis Flyer Group). Paul
spent 11 years working for Owens-Illinois in the Forest Prod-
ucts and Plastics Divisions. He moved to Kansas City and

attention to detail and making sure that everything was to the
customer’s and the regulators specifications were similar to
his attention to detail with toy trains.

Moe Berk put it best; “Paul will fondly be remembered as a
special friend and all-round good guy, and an expert on all
things American Flyer and S-Gauge. I am confident that all of
us in the S-Gauge Community have lost a dear friend.” I share
Moe’s sentiments.

Contributed by Bill Hutton

End of the Line

This is just another note to say “Thanks” for your article in
The Dispatch and especially your step-by-step instructions on
your web site. I could not have nor would not have tried the

shows my basic set-up of battery/receiver + Tsunami / BSP-v
with reed switches. You might notice that a major alteration I
made was to cut the cab base and weight from the hood and
then screw it to the frame. I then glued the cab to the hood. I
cut off the two front tabs on the cab and used the back two
tabs on the cab to be inserted into the slots on the cab base
and then pivot the entire cab/hood combo forward and be
screwed to the frame. Because of this change I was able to
place all the components on top of the frame and motor and
have them easily accessible when I remove the now one piece
cab and hood. Now it’s time to chop Ed and Fred and place
them back in the cab.

Again, many, many thanks
Brian Walsh

October 14, 2018

I just wanted to let you know that I displayed my SHS NW2
with S-Cab system at our Can-Am Social meet yesterday and
it was a complete success. A group of S scalers from Ontario,
Quebec, New York, Pennsylvania and Ohio get together once
a year in Lowbanks Ontario on the north shore of Lake Erie
for a day of laughs, displays, clinics, show-and-tell, and gen-
eral good fun. I was able to complete my NW2 conversion last
Thursday (except for Fireman Fred and Engineer Ed) and took
it to the show.

The reaction by everyone was “Wow.” I did not have a lot of
time to get used to the S-Cab throttle but I managed to get my

increase in speed which worked well switching the Swift reefer
I also brought along. When I sounded the bell and blew the
horn (a bit too loud actually) everyone was quite impressed, so
I then picked the locomotive off the track and set it on the
wooden table and the deal was sealed. Fortunately a helping

values were set a bit too high.

Battery Power
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As of April 1, 2016, the yearly member dues are as follows:

$18 00 One-time 6-month Trial Membership
$30 00 Regular
$40 00 Family

You can now renew your membership online.
Go to the web site www.nasg.org and click on Membership.
Click on renew online. Enter your name and member number
and follow the instructions. Have your credit card ready.

You can still renew your membership by sending a check or
money order by mail, payable to NASG, to:

Dick Kramer, Membership Secretary,
P. O. Box 268, Middlebury, CT 06762-0268.

$50 00 Contributing
$50 00 Club,Business, etc.

Herbert R. Appler . . . . . Silver Spring, Maryland
Michael Camberdella . . . . . . Broadway, Virginia
Richard P. Cernol . . Center Valley, Pennsylvania
Wm. David F. J. Crosson . . . . . Fairfax, Virginia
Nick Domiano . . . . . . . . Ottsville, Pennsylvania
Robert B. Dunham . . . . . . . . . Lumberton, Texas
Richard C. Farewell . . . . . . . . Arvada, Colorado
Robert G. Fuhst . . . . . . . . . . . Conklin, Michigan
Bruce W. Hansen . . . . . Twain Harte, California

Robert M. Klemens . . . . . . . Saint Johns, Florida
North Penn S Gaugers . . . . . . Center Valley, PA
Terry O’Kelley . . . . . . . . Carlisle, Massachusetts
Phil Piscitello . . . . . . . . . . Edgerton, Wisconsin
William C. Seader . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boise, Idaho

******************************************************
Deceased Members

Paul Stevens . . . . . . . . . . Kansas City, Missouri

Go to www.nasg.org to see more pages.
Click on the NASG button. Click on the Members only menu option. Click on the
Log in button and enter your NASG member number and password. Click on
Recent Dispatch Issues. Use the drop down menu to find this issue. Note the
password shown on the drop down menu. Click on Retrieve, then Click here to
download or view the requested Dispatch. Enter Password. When magazine
appears, scroll to page 33.

READERS WRITE
NASG members write their opinions on various S subjects . . . . . . . . . . 33

FALL S FEST 2018
Jeff Madden visited the Fall S Fest in Orland Park, Illinois . . . . . . . . . . . . 35

CLUB ACTIVITIES Photos from several different club activities . . . . 36

New Members

Extra Pages Online

From September 1, 2018 to October 31, 2018 the following people have joined the NASG.

NASG on FACEBOOK
Chris Burger manages the NASG presence on Facebook.The
link will take you to the NASG discussion group. You must have a

Facebook account to be able view and participate. Go to www.nasg.org and
click on American Flyer then click on External Links and then Facebook
and then NASG Facebook Discussion Group





Readers Write
Hi Bill, October 25, 2018

Peter Vanvliet’s editorial about the NASG and the future of
S is spot on. His comments about what would happen if there
were no NASG really struck a chord. While I had considered
the potential future of the NASG many times while President,
I had never gone so far as to look at the consequences should
it disappear, only how could I keep that from happening. His
comments about all of us being S scale modelers were also
good. Well done, Peter!

I also enjoyed reading about Jeff Madden’s early days in the
hobby, especially that he was a customer of Emery Gulash’s
hobby shop. Emery is now famed for his historic movies of
mid-west, eastern and some Colorado narrow gauge railroad-
ing, and I was not aware of him owning a shop.

Have fun!
Bill Winans, Past President

——— • ———

Dear Bill, October 27, 2018

Just received another issue of the Dispatch. As always, I re-
ally do enjoy the AF pictures, articles and history in each and
every issue. I’ve even been a contributor. Even tho I am a
hardened O gauge operator, I have many AF post war acces-
sories on my layout, even the Cow-on-Track. Keep up the
good work. As said, the Nov./Dec. issue just arrived . . . “five
days before Halloween.” The issue is decked out in Christmas
red, wreaths, Holiday cheer and wishes, Christmas layouts,
and a Santa themed article by Jeff Madden.

Bill, I’m here to say, I just can’t read the annual Holiday issue
this early. Christmas and trains “go together’“ we all agree on
that. Even tho I can’t wait to read the issue, I park it away in a
drawer, never to be opened and read ’til December the first. I
just can’t do this in October. I do wish we could find a way for
the Christmas issues to not arrive until at least after Thanks-
giving. I save the Christmas oriented train magazines to savor
and read starting Dec. 1, out on my enclosed back porch look-
ing over the beautiful north Georgia mountains, with a hot cup
of coffee before breakfast each day in December . . . the
Christmas tree alit, and those old 33 1/3 Firestone, Goodyear
and BF Goodrich Christmas records spinning over my shoul-
der, featuring Bing, Andy Williams, Doris Day and others. And,
reading the Nov/Dec Dispatch just brings it all together. Bill, its
just a Christmas thing, but I thought it had to be said.

Jim Steed, Blairsville, Ga.

——— • ———

To dispatch@nasg.org 10/29/2018 11:58 PM

Bill,
Regarding the Online Pages: I just read Dick Karnes’ letter

regarding online article continuation. I too, have a problem with
it, as I’m on a dial-up connection, and can’t access such large
files. So here’s your second, at least, letter on the subject!

David Dewey

Hello Bill! October 29, 2018

Regarding Online Dispatch Pages: I enjoy the online content
of the Dispatch. It’s easy to access and enhances each issue.

I don’t understand why Mr. Karnes dislikes the “extra pages.”
If readers didn’t know there was any online content available,
they’d never notice. If a reader doesn’t want to view any online
pages, it’s up to them.

Each issue is nicely edited, well laid out and looks great to me.

I’ve been an NASG member since 1991. I enjoy each issue
of the Dispatch. I liked the Dispatch when Jeff Madden was
editor and I like it today.

S Gauge model railroading.

Sincerely,
Joe Sullivan

——— • ———

September Comments: October 30, 2018

Thank you for the reminder about proper usage of Scale and
Gauge, especially when presenting ourselves to the larger
model railroad community, and to the public. We can only hurt
ourselves by using inbred S speak.

Yes, all our S trains are S scale, including AF; Scale defines
the size relative to the real thing; Gauge defines the distance
between the rails (standard gauge, narrow gauge).

LOVED the discussion of how photos are upgraded for the
Dispatch. Splendid work. After reading what all you do to prep
The Dispatch, not sure if you have anywhere NEAR as much
time grammar and semantics as I had hoped, but here is an-
other possible error. November modular layout. Modular and
sectional are NOT synonyms. This looks to be a sectional lay-
out. Modules can be arranged in many ways with few if any
restrictions; sections go together in a specific way or in a lim-
ited number of predetermined ways.

Ron B built his own tooling . . . exceedingly impressive. The
boxcar comments though seemed odd; SHS came out with
items that AM did not have.

Are we sure that the B&O scale car is iron? Steel seems far
more likely, unless they are from the 1800s; or did they have
iron weights on a steel frame?

I like reading about the AF changes, wondering what engi-
neering or financial reasons drove the changes.

Splendid information about Stanton drives.

THANK YOU, Ted Larson

——— • ———

Hi Bill, 10/30/2018 9:16 AM

I do not object to the online pages for additional photos from
an article that we would otherwise not see. My 2 cents.

Regards
Greg Mummert
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Readers Write
Dear Bill, November 11, 2018

Mr Karnes is an excellent modeler and no doubt a fine edi-
tor. But, I think his letter about online pages is overwrought.

I think you are a fine editor and I know you work very hard
with little compensation. Please keep using the online pages
as you feel appropriate.

I do agree that serializing long articles over two or more is-
sues is preferable to having one article take up one quarter of
the issue. This year we’ve had two very long articles. I enjoyed
both, but I’d prefer to have them broken into two or more
pieces so the magazine has a larger variety of articles.

Extra pages can be especially valuable for photos that won’t
fit in the magazine. For instance, the September-October issue
had photos of the model contest winners. I would have loved
to have had extra pages on which larger versions of the photos
were posted so I could better appreciate the models. Generally
speaking, I’d like to see larger photos in how-to articles. In
order to accommodate all the articles within the page budget,
it would be fine if some articles were entirely in the online edi-
tion.

I greatly appreciate your work on the Dispatch. It is one of
my favorite magazines. Please don’t let Mr, Karnes comments
make you think you aren’t appreciated. I appreciate you very
much. And, I missed your column in this issue. You’ve brought
many good things to our magazine. Please keep up the good
work.

Sincerely, Lance McCold

——— • ———

Dear Bill, November 19, 2018

I would like to offer a rebuttal to Mr. Karnes. I have been an

Dispatch. Prior to you taking over from Mr. Madden, I was rea-
sonably satisfied with the magazine. I thought that Jeff did a
good job and he remains my friend to this day.

However, when you came aboard, you brought in new ideas
and a new perspective to the magazine. It was the shot in the
arm that The Dispatch needed at that point.

As far as the extra pages on the web site, I will admit that at
first, I was a little annoyed. But after going to the web site a few
times to read the articles I realized that I was now interacting
with many other things on the web site. Now I look forward to
the articles taking me to the web site, so I can see what new
things that Peter has posted and written about.

From my perspective, I think that Mr. Karnes is way off base
and living in the dark ages. As we all grow older, I know that
technology seems to go faster. But it takes me less than 30
seconds to log onto the NASG web site. And quite frankly, I
think that the web site is most likely underutilized by most of us
older guys.

I’d rather have ‘all’ the material, and more material about my
favorite subject, than to have you ‘shorten the authors’ sub-
missions.’

Sincerely, George Sorensen

Dear Bill, November 18, 2018

First of all, I would like to thank you for publishing my Christ-
mas picture in The Dispatch and also for publishing my article
about my process on how I decal a reefer car.

And I thank Mr. Karnes for writing you about his displeasure
on how some articles are not being published in the magazine
but being treated differently by going to a web link to read.

I never got the chance to write you about my total disap-
pointment in how you handled my article, as I have been trying
for years to come up with something of interest, as I wrote to
my good friend Bill Winans, once about getting a article in the
magazine and I finally get something of interest that was ac-
cepted by the editor and it gets push off to a web link.

I can not tell you enough how disappointing that was to see
as trains are not my whole life, I don’t do alot of the things that
are written about in the magazine, I don’t have many things to
write about but when I finally did, it was not included in the print
magazine. I do not have the qualifications to write something
for the magazine, to have something of interest in the world of
S trains, overall.

I worked very hard on that article and I was looking forward
to seeing it in the magazine, something I could hold in my
hands and read. But then my balloon of happiness was
busted. I doubt many even saw the article.

There are not enough words for me to tell you how disap-
pointed I am.

If this is the way articles are going to be, 75% magazine and
25% on line, as I was a victim of that, I will not continue my
membership.

I belong to the Plasticville Collectors Association and I have
written some articles for that organization. They have their
newsletter completely in print and completely on line, which is
fine, but the print includes ALL of the articles.

I have nothing to save in my collection of train publications
with my once in a lifetime article for the NASG and I probably
do not have anything else to write about, since I do not make
things, etc.

Forgive, I have put writing this off, since I saw Mr. Karnes let-
ter in the magazine, as I am writing this off the top of my head
and it probably is a bunch of rambling, but I have to get this out
of my system.

With that, I said enough, life goes on, I move on working on
my other interest in life.

Sincerely,
Mike Marmer
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Fall S Fest 2018
By Jeff Madden, Editor Emeritus. The 43rd Fall S Fest was held in Orland
Park, Illinois and sponsored by the Chicago Area S Gaugers on November 2nd and
3rd, 2018. There was decent attendance at close to 300 visitors. The vendor hall
was spacious with over 135 tables sold. They had the usual model contest, raffles,
silent auction, banquet and auction. Of the two special S Fest cars offered, the IC
gondola was sold out, but there are still some IC (yellow) plug door reefers remain-
ing since they ordered more of these. The cars were from American Models. And
speaking of American Models, they showed off the Pacific which will be offered with
a new USRA type cab and Vanderbilt tender. The tender is all new tooling and will
be offered in coal or oil versions. DC scale or hi-rail is $499.95. AC hi-rail will be
$544.95 and AC hi-rail with whistle and bell will be $599.95. All will come with smoke
and choo choo sound. See picture on page 4. The next Fall S Fest will be in St.
Louis, Missouri, the first weekend in November of 2019.

Above: CASG member Dave Wilma dis-
played his American Flyer layout at the
Fall S Fest.

Photos by Jeff Madden.

Right and Below: Model contest entries.
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West Michigan S Gaugers
The West Michigan S Gaugers is a club that promotes both vintage American Flyer and
modern S gauge model railroading. In ten months they went from not having a clubhouse
to their grand opening on October 27th, 2018. They meet at 6:30 pm on the second and
fourth Thursdays of the month in the clubhouse at 1701-4 Porter SW, Wyoming, Michigan.
For membership or other information check them out on Facebook or contact Andy Seif at
adkseif@comcast.net
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rBaltimore Area
American Flyer

Club
The Baltimore Area American Flyer Club has members in Maryland, Southern Pennsylvania, Northern
Virginia and the District of Columbia. They show and run their layout many times during the year. These are
some pictures from their display at the Great Scale Model Train and Railroad Collectors Show held at
the Maryland State Fairgrounds October 27th and 28th, 2018.
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Flyer Fest West
Another Flyer Fest West is in the books and it was a suc-

cess. The Sacramento Valley American Flyer Club did a
good job putting on a fine show and swap meet October 13,
2018 in Elk Grove, California. (Just South of Sacramento)

Pete Goodier did a fine job of instruction on Gilbert smoke
unit repair and his clinic was well attended. Stuart Baugher
demonstrated his coupler adapters and double-heading
adapters at his table and he had good traffic there all day.
David Dewey set up his Train Doc table and put together a
Gilbert steamer from parts bought at the Fest. The only actual
repair job he was given was a billboard whistle that didn’t work,
but it did when David was through! Dale Smith’s presentation
of photographs of 1950’s American Flyer display layouts in
department stores from Ray Mohrlang’s collection was very
interesting and educational. Many thanks to Alan Teruya, Bill
Riechmann, and Cliff Gertz of the Golden Gate American
Flyer Club for setting up the GGAFC layout and Cliff’s All
Aboard layout. Setting up the layouts is a lot of work and those
guys need to know we appreciate having the layouts to look at
and enjoy.
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Miami Valley S Gaugers

Jay Reese displayed his All Aboard
layout at the 2018 Cincinnati Train
Show. Photo by Jay Reese.

The Miami Valley S Gaugers
kicked off the 2018 holiday train
show season with another suc-
cessful showing at the Cincinnati
Train Show held in West Chester,
Ohio. CTS is the flagship show for
the NMRA Cincinnati Division 7.
The location is large, well-lighted,
and has vendors selling something
for everyone. MVSG displays our
modular layout at the show to pro-
vide visibility of S gauge as well as
the build interest and solicit new
members from attendees of the
CTS show.

members that participated in mak-
ing this show a success!

To learn more about the Miami
Valley S Gaugers visit their web

e-mail to miami.valley.s.gaugers@
gmail.com

Left: Rich Boehm is skilled at repairing
and refurbishing classic American
Flyer locomotives.

Left: Norman Brown is the
MVSG resident artist. He
has painted many of the
backdrops on the layout
as well as many of the
Plasticville buildings.

Below: Larry Beam
performs maintenance
on an S gauge locomotive.

Above: Mike Masarik and Bob Guekian.

All photos by Walt Schnee
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SSay
Rocky Mountain Hi-Railers
member Gary Mercer tests the oper-
ation of his new automatic junction
controller at October’s Railshow 2018
in Idaho Falls, Idaho. This display
marked the debut of Phase 2 of
Lookout Junction IV, complete with
a fifth track loop on new upper tables,
their connecting bridge, four new
lower tables, and individual members
dioramas below.

The Rocky Mountain Hi-Railers, from Boise, Idaho, are one of the most active S-gauge clubs in the western United
States. They display and run their Lookout Junction IV layout many times during the year. Their next showing will be at the Boise
Main Library on January 19 and 20, 2019. Check their web site www.rockymountainhirailers.com for other dates. They will
be showing and running the layout at the NMRA National Train Show in Sandy, Utah, July 12 through 14, 2019.


